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Mike Vanderwolf updates his teaching skills
Mike has been keeping himself busy completing a Bio Swing Dynamics Certification in
Orlando, Florida and was fortunate enough to be invited into the world of 104-time Long
Drive Champion, Kelly Murray this winter.
Mike was honoured to share in Kelly’s secrets and experiences and learn what went
into hitting the longest drive ever recorded. The drive, recorded by the Guinness Book
of World records was some 684 yards. Mike was able to discuss Kelly's approaches to
creating power in a golf swing in depth as well as the effort and intelligence that went
into winning at a "tour" level as he has done on several occasions.
The Bio Swing Dynamics Certification is a 2-day study of bio mechanics and the unique
relationship an individuals golf swing has with respect to their physical structure. The
workshop was attended by 50 PGA of America, European PGA and PGA of Canada
members many of whom are recognized as the top 100 teachers in the game. Training
included a screening process to determine efficient and effective traits of the individual
golfer, and a greater ability to determine what works for them and why.
Since Mike’s return from the training, the results have been incredible. Golfers he is
working with are commenting that their ball is flying straighter and farther with simple
adjustments to their set up and swing patterns. They are also finding more centered
contact and are moving with greater ease, which must explain all the smiles.
Mike works with golfers of all ages and abilities. He provides a complete and thorough
learning experience utilizing all of the facilities, equipment and techniques available, and
in some cases includes tournament coaching.
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Click here to read Mike Vanderwolf’s full bio on the
McCleery Golf Academy website.
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Mike has been teaching at the McCleery Golf
Academy since 1999 and is available for new and
returning students. Mike is available Monday through
Saturday all year long and is ready to help with your
game. He can be reached at 604-267-0390 or via
email at sagagolf@telus.net. Or you can check our
online appointments page for bookings.

